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The trouble starts when Apollo introduces Percy and his friend Grover the satyr to the

Chryseae Celedones. Three golden women--living statues--appear in front of them, and sing

one blissful chord. Apollo has a concert tonight at Mount Olympus, and he needs the

Celedones as his backup singers. But there should be a quartet, not a trio--one of the singers

has gone rogue. It's up to Percy and Grover to find the missing Celedon somewhere in New

York City before she causes any problems. Capturing an attention-seeking automaton in a

crowd of mortals is going to require some cagey thinking. Will Percy and Grover succeed, or hit

a sour note?

A New York Times bestselling series!Praise for Rise of the Earth Dragon (Dragon Masters

#1):"In this first of the Dragon Masters series, vocabulary is accessible; sentences, paragraphs,

and chapters are short; and dialogue moves the story along rapidly. Black-and-white sketch-

type drawings add depth to the story and feelings to the characters (both children and

dragons). Emergent readers will find happy success here." -- Booklist"The first of a new series

of early chapter books, this entry is sure to attract fans. Brief chapters, large print, lots of

action, attractive illustrations in every spread including a maplike panorama, an enviable

protagonist -- who wouldn't want to be a Dragon Master? -- all combine to make an

entertaining read. With plenty left to be resolved, the next entry will be eagerly sought after." --

Kirkus Reviews--This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorMATT LOVERIDGE

likes to draw subjects that expose the lighter side of life, so he loves illustrating children’s

books! Looniverse was the first children’s book series he illustrated. Matt lives in Utah with his

beautiful, supportive wife and their three rambunctious kids (who are a constant source of

inspiration!).Tracey West has written more than 300 books for children and young adults,

including the New York Times bestselling Dragon Masters series, the Pixie Tricks series, and

the Hiro's Quest series. She has also appeared on the New York Times bestseller list as author

of the Pokémon chapter book adaptations. Tracey lives with her family in New York State's

western Catskills. She can be found on Twitter and Instagram at @TraceyWestBooks and on

Facebook at @AuthorTraceyWest. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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ReadingI KNOW WHAT YOU’RE GOING TO ASK.Percy Jackson, why are you hanging from a

Times Square billboard without your pants on, about to fall to your death?Good question. You

can blame Apollo, god of music, archery, and poetry—also the god of making me do stupid

quests.This particular disaster started when I brought my friend Grover some aluminum cans

for his birthday.Perhaps I should mention…I’m a demigod. My dad, Poseidon, is the lord of the

sea, which sounds cool, I guess, but mostly it means my life is filled with monster attacks and

annoying Greek gods who tend to pop up on the subway or in the middle of math class or

when I’m taking a shower. (Long story. Don’t ask.)I figured maybe I’d get a day off from the

craziness for Grover’s birthday, but of course I was wrong.Grover and his girlfriend, Juniper,

were spending the day in Prospect Park in Brooklyn, doing naturey stuff like dancing with the

local tree nymphs and serenading the squirrels. Grover’s a satyr. That’s his idea of fun.Juniper

seemed to be having an especially good time. While Grover and I sat on the bench together,

she frolicked across Long Meadow with the other nature spirits, her chlorophyll-tinted eyes

glinting in the sunlight. Since she is a dryad, Juniper’s life source is tied to a juniper bush back

on Long Island, but Grover explained that she can take short trips away from home as long as

she keeps a handful of fresh juniper berries in her pockets. I didn’t want to ask what would

happen if the berries got accidentally smashed.Anyway, we hung out for a while, talking and

enjoying the nice weather. I gave Grover his aluminum cans, which may sound like a lame gift,

but that’s his favorite snack.He happily munched on the cans while the nymphs started

discussing what party games we should play. Grover pulled a blindfold out of his pocket and

suggested Pin the Tail on the Human, which made me kind of nervous since I was the only

human.Then, without warning, the sunlight brightened. The air turned uncomfortably hot.

Twenty feet away, the grass hissed and a cloud of steam whooshed up like somebody had

opened a big pressing machine at a Laundromat. The steam cleared, and standing in front of

us was the god Apollo.Gods can look like anything they want, but Apollo always seemed to go

for that I-just-auditioned-for-a-boy-band look. Today he was rocking pencil-thin jeans, a white

muscle shirt, and gilded Ray-Ban sunglasses. His wavy blond hair glistened with product.

When he smiled the dryads squealed and giggled.“Oh, no…” Grover murmured. “This can’t be

good.”“Percy Jackson!” Apollo beamed at me. “And, um, your goat friend—”“His name is

Grover,” I said. “And we’re kind of off duty, Lord Apollo. It’s Grover’s birthday.”“Happy birthday!”

Apollo said. “I’m so glad you’re taking the day off. That means you two have time to help me

with a small problem!”
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Cspears, “Percy and Grover back in action. Another great book with Percy and Grover going on

an adventure together for Apollo. Percy Jackson and the Singer of Apollo is just the book to get

the fix needed while waiting for the next book to come out. I don't think Mr. Riordan can write

books fast enough for me too read. As with his other books, I will enjoy reading this book over

again.”

Linda Jackson, “Fun read. I always enjoy a Rick Riordan book or story. Good off the cuff

humor. The characters stay true to previous stories. Mr. Riordan has a way of jogging your

memory without having to explain situations or concepts completely each time.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A Good Short Read. This is a good short read but it doesn't need to be

any longer to tell a good fun story.  I recommend it.”

Howes, “Excellent. I love this. Rick Riordan at his best. Great short story which might get you to

want to read more. Great for middle schoolers. Way to go, Uncle Rick.”

Robert, “Great Short Story.. This was a great little short story. I definitely recommend it to

anyone who has read the other Percy Jackson books.”

Renato Verdade, “Tem a marca de aprovação do Rick Riordan. Minhas expectativas foram

atendidas, o autor realmente sabe como fazer um spin off.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A funny Percy Jackson short story&eþ�. More Percy Jackson shenanigans.

Apollo is a lazyass and makes Percy do his job. Percy gets himself in trouble as usual and

Grover is the best supportive best friend.”
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